FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RYCO CABIN AIR FILTER RCA201P
Hyundai I45 (pictured), Kia Optima (TF)

The housing is located behind the glove box. To access the housing the glove box will have to be removed. First release the strut which is located on the left hand side. It simply clips out.

Once strut is released proceed to remove securing clips on both sides and gently pull forward the glove box as if opening it and it will drop.

At this point the housing can be easily identified. It will be sitting on top of the blower fan.

Once the housing has been identified proceed to remove the lid by pressing together the plastic clip on the right hand side. Gently pull it and slide it to the right and it should come off easily.

Remove the old filter and clean housing from residual dirt. Insert the new filter in the right air flow direction (as indicated). Look on the side of filter to identify fitting direction. Re-fit all components in reverse order.